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Gameplay Issues: Lack of Spell Identity and Underpowered 
Abilities 
-Biggest issue facing the magic class, aside from lack of spell-type identity, is 
the absence of build variety due to not only to the current iteration of burn 
damage, but multiple Mystic spells being awkward filler due to the lack of 
any early game Mystic generators.  
 
-This cripples mage’s variety, power level, and enjoyment from Arena Tier 
2 to Arena Tier 5 (an absolutely crucial point for potential players to 
sucker them into EoE’s gameplay), as it not only gives players less room for 
strategy from the get-go, but it also needlessly bogs down the abilities with 
what are effectively early game unselectables.  
 
-The easy fix for this is: turn Drain Soul into a utility; a Steal 3 Deal 1 that 
creates a viable, unique, and enjoyable mechanic that also gives Mystic 
magic the identity of sustain-mage, in contrast to what should be fires DoT 
mage. More importantly, move it to Tier 0 or 1, swapping it with Lightning 
Bolt. It allows players just starting the game to experience more gameplay 
variety and feel like they have strategic decisions.  
 
-Atop that, there’s the confusing aspect that while every late game lightning 
spell is Mystic, for some reason Lightning Bolt is magic. If it were swapped 
with Drain Soul as a Tier 2, (although personally I believe it should replace 
a Tier 1 but I’ll get into that in Buffs and Nerfs), it would fit absolutely 
perfectly. Players can discharge their built up Mystic, and keep the gameplay 
consistency with lore and rules of the world with “electric damage is 
Mystic,” which is confusingly true for most other late game mystic spells 
like Vortex and Breach Lightning. 
 
-There’s a lack of spell “identity” with the current iteration with the 
exception being the fire spell’s burn damage. In an ideal world I could look 
at an enemy and say “I’m going to be a freeze mage, which SHOULD 
increase my insight heavily,” but current wildly overpowered spells and 
some truly underpowered spells make it so I don’t get to keep with these 
consistent decisions, making me have to switch from overpowered Arcane 



spells back to frost. This is also detrimental to the opposing player as it 
makes it so they can’t ‘read’ my type or my attacks, strategically 
maneuvering picking their abilities around a consistent freeze mage or fire 
mage.  
 
Buffs and Nerfs  
-Even though I believe the mages are slightly underpowered, there’s some 
glaringly overpowered spells that utterly cancel out others, making them 
garbage “well since I don’t have anything else” abilities, and making the 
experience less strategic.  
 
The obvious example to this would be magic pulse.  
Comparing Lightning Bolts: Consume 2 Magic. Deal three dmg,  
 
Or Ice Spear’s: Generate 1 magic. Deal 2 Dmg, Apply 1 Insight. CD 2 
 
To Magic Pulse’s: Generate 3 magic. Deal 4 Dmg. Apply 1 insight. CD 4 
 
-This makes Magic Pulse so wildly overpowered to the others there’s no 
strategy in NOT using it, spare “lemme see if I can beat the without even 
using magic pulse. Directly, it beats Ice Spear on generation by 2 (crucial in 
early game), beats Ice Spear by one in damage, and its CD is negligible as a 
generator as not only do current iterations of the game only last 3-5 turns 
tops, but as on of the strongest generator s it’s used as a precursor to 
stronger spells, making the high CD negligible. Mages just use Magic Pulse as 
an opener without fail at this point. Plus, it feels odd because arcane doesn’t 
particularly have an identity. It’s “kind of” a generator, but not as much as 
Fire or Ice (much more than Mystic, which still doesn’t have an early or 
mid-game generator). It’s “kind of” for Insight, with Magic Pulse and 
Unstable Magics, but not as much as Freeze mage.  
If the identity of “what is an arcane mage” is that it’s an all-around mage 
that works perfect, but the spells then need to reflect this more, as arcane 
spells are kind of a grab bag at this point. If you want to get crazy with it, 
my weird recommendation is that it work as a generator for Magic, Mystic, 
AND Martial, making it the Swiss-Army Knife accompaniment that can go 
with anyone trying to balance out a class identity. I.e. “I want to go mystic 
but not full mystic.”  
 
-Burn is underpowered at the moment, but its been discussed there will be 
changes so I wont touch on that.  



 
-Going back to Mystic, Thought Harvest doesn’t work in its current 
iteration as there’s no viable Mystic generators for early or mid game, and 
its “consume 2 mystic” is far too heavy a cost for 2 insight, particularly 
when the mystic stance doesn’t have enough damage. Soul Crush may have 
to be moved down as it’s the closest thing Mystic has to an early generator 
and is only achieved after a whopping tier 7, making Mystic not particularly 
viable until then.  
 
-In its current iteration ‘protect’ feels underpowered particularly 
considering how short matches are, and ring of frost in particular 
considering how much more viable other generators are. If it scrapped its 
damage and functioned as a generator instead, it would have a strategic use 
as an ability, but its currently wildly overshadowed by blizzard, which 
generates 4, deals the same, but also gains insight.  
 
-Frost Burst feels nice. It’s a well-made expenditure that feels like a reward 
for gathering up magic. Wildfire should eventually, although again, bleed just 
doesn’t feel strong in the current iteration where DoT means nothing in 
matches that are over so quickly.  
 
 
Health and Gameplay Time 
-I personally love the concept of “pick up and quickly play.” It’s refreshing, 
has a smooth gameplay loop, and makes defeats feel less agonizing. The 
problem I have is that current matches are, on average, 3-4 turns for me, 
with some as little as 2 if either party is overpowered.  
I think it’s crucial, absolutely crucial, in the strategy element for the game, 
to give players an initial (estimate here) 50 health baseline boost, followed 
by a slight nerf to health and damage increased by level.  
While it’s enjoyable to have the gameplay brief, the current iteration is too 
brief, making the bulk of certain fights barely longer than load times in 
comparison, but more importantly, such a mad rush for damage that it 
negates opportunity for strategy, making it more a card game of war then a 
card game of Texas Hold’em.  
 
-I think the aim of “one more turn” added to each fight rewards strategic 
players who learn the game, allows for more interesting build variety, and 
gives just enough time to further balance out the load-to-gameplay ratio. It 
would still keep fights fun and minute-short, but hit what would make the 



ideal gameplay length. Also, a slight nerf to HP and dmg gained by level 
would put more emphasis not only on loot, encouraging players to earn 
more chests, but would create a substantially less insane gap in the ladder 
climb.  
 
Unlock Levels 
-I very much like the idea of unlocking skills through ladder climb. It 
rewards players greatly for switching from PVE to PVP (although for PVE 
which I tested briefly, it absolutely needs to have slightly greater crafting 
rewards or some XP gain, as its noncomparible against the rewards in PVP 
grind). The concern that I have is for newcomers: many of them are going 
to suck. While that’s entirely okay, I would imagine it would feel incredibly 
defeating to lose to players higher levels then you with different spells, 
when you yourself have no choice in spell variety.  
 
-Tier 1 – Wildewoods is great at 60, but I would bump Askala to 120 and 
Vanisir to 150. The crucial reasoning for this is that in the early game, it’s 
dire that players feel they have the options and potential strategy to outplay 
slightly stronger players. Without it, they’ll just feel like they’re not paying 
enough, keep getting grinded down with the three or six abilities available 
to them, and stop. They’ll hit a gap after that, which gives them a great time 
to learn and perfect their spells, as well as grind, but the possibility needs to 
be open to them from the start.  
 
-Of all the points I’ve made so far this one is the most ‘suggestion’ 
suggestion. While there’s objectively overpowered or underpowered spells, 
issues with game length and definitely with spell variety and spell-type 
identity, this suggestion is more an empathetic estimate for a player picking 
this game up six months into release.  
 
Random Assorted Notes 
-It was actually a few hours in the game before I realized where, in the hub, 
the option to open chests with keys actually was, and that you need to be 
in a specific corner of the hub to open it. This is confusing and odd, and if I 
purchased keys I’d have to look online to find it if I was a new player. The 
chest itself should just be always clickable.  
 
-In battle and in the hub, there’s quite a few embers or leaves floating 
around. This is exceptional and adds a ton of atmosphere to the fight and 
the world. If anything I’d boost up marginally, just 10%ish.  



 
-Not sure what’s going to happen with the PVE map, but after accidentally 
zooming out I easily got lost and couldn’t remember where to return to 
the quests at hand. Some form of marker, like a medieval war room flag-pin 
(i.e. Dragon Age Inquisition) could really help to keep players from getting 
lost, because I had to frantically zoom in and just drag around the map until 
I found it.  
 
-This is the NITPICKIEST nitpick I ever nitpicked, but it’s rather awkward 
in the main hub that, when you scroll to store and forge side of the hub, 
you clearly just see the store and forge, but when you scroll left to the guild 
and ranger, you still see your character just awkwardly standing there cut in 
half by the frame. It makes it look very uneccessarily cluttered, and there’s 
no reason to still click on your character in this frame or why she should 
be there. And as a menu it just throws off the composition of the UI. Like 
swiping right, swiping left should just shw the guild and the ranger.  
 
-Last nitpick but strictly UI, when you select your character on the right 
you’re greeted to a scroll of “Abilities, equipment, talent tree, etc,” and 
equipment being the base when you select your character, but when you 
click the helmet, that base is the second one down. From a traditional UI 
standpoint, the selection for the base screen (equip) should be at the top 
or the bottom of that bar, not the middle.  


